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Oracle Database 11g R2 Step-By-Step Installation Guide

2014-05-14

a major prerequisite for the usage and deployment of oracle database technology is a successful installation the purpose of this oracle 11g training course module is to
offer a step by step guide for the configuration of a linux or microsoft windows server to host an oracle database enterprise edition installation especially in a linux
environment installation of the database requires careful preparation configuration and sometimes troubleshooting in order to succeed this course includes practical tips
learned from many real world installations which can assist you to achieve a successful installation in your environment we will explore both a standalone database
installation and also a grid infrastructure installation major objectives covered within this guide book include configuration of the linux and microsoft windows
operating systems in anticipation of a database installation performing a desktop class installation of the oracle 11g r2 enterprise edition database performing a server
class installation of the oracle 11g r2 enterprise edition database addressing configuration and setup issues using the fixup utility verification of a valid database
installation database administrator and technical support interface options including the use of enterprise manager command line sql plus and terminal console ssh
preparing a host system for the grid infrastructure and oracle rdbms installations and performing those installations preparing a host system for asm storage management
partitioning and configuration of storage devices for asm storage on both linux and ms windows servers while this course module applies specifically to the installation
of the enterprise edition of the oracle database it covers basic topics which apply to any oracle software installation therefore this material is also useful for the
installation of other oracle products such as the oracle database client specialized options for a database server installation and so on

Oracle 11G Administration In Simple Steps

2008-06

this book contains the step by step information about the oracle 11g database administration this book is for you if you are familiar with sql and are looking for a book
that effectively explains the concepts of the oracle 11g database administration it gives the core information about administrating the oracle 11g database using the new
and improved enterprise manager gui the book contains lots of examples and helps you to perform the oracle 11g administration in an easier way you will also find
information about the grid architecture in this book

Oracle JDeveloper 11g スタートガイド

2013-02-22

developed as a practical book oracle database 11g administration i certification guide will show you all you need to know to effectively excel at being an oracle dba for
both examinations and the real world this book is for anyone who needs the essential skills to become an oracle dba pass the oracle database administration i exam and use
those skills in the real world to manage secure high performance and highly available oracle databases

Oca Oracle Database 11g Database Administration I

2011-01-31

candidates for the oracle certified associate in oracle database 11g need to pass exams 1z0 051 and 1z0 052 to achieve their certification this guide prepares you for
taking both those exams this two in one study guide covers the oracle certified associate certification for oracle database 11g and reviews exam topics such as
restricting and sorting data using conversion functions and conditional expressions displaying data from multiple tables and exploring the oracle database architecture
plus you ll learn how to create and maintain an oracle database perform database backups and recovery move and manipulate data prepare the database environment and more
note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file for instructors teaching supplements are available for this title

OCA: Oracle Database 11g Administrator Certified Associate Study Guide

2011-01-11



pro oracle database 11g rac on linux provides full life cycle guidance on implementing oracle real application clusters in a linux environment real application clusters
commonly abbreviated as rac is oracle s industry leading architecture for scalable and fault tolerant databases rac allows you to scale up and down by simply adding and
subtracting inexpensive linux servers redundancy provided by those multiple inexpensive servers is the basis for the failover and other fault tolerance features that rac
provides written by authors well known for their talent with rac pro oracle database 11g rac on linux gives you a rock solid and technically flawless foundation on which
to build your rac management skills authors julian dyke and steve shaw share their hard won experience in building rac clusters showing you how to build for success using
the very latest oracle technologies such as automatic storage management asm and oracle clusterware you ll learn to troubleshoot performance and other problems you ll
even learn how to correctly deploy rac in a virtual machine environment based upon oracle vm which is the only virtualization solution supported by oracle corporation rac
is a complex and powerful technology it demands expertise in its deployment you can t just wing it in creating a rac solution julian and steve have earned the right to
term themselves expert in pro oracle database 11g rac on linux they offer a rigorous and technically correct treatment of rac that helps you build a solid foundation of
expertise and achieve success rigorous and technically accurate content complete coverage of rac from planning to implementation to rollout to ongoing maintenance and
troubleshooting up to date with the very latest rac features

Pro Oracle Database 11g RAC on Linux

2017-11-17

master core rest concepts and create restful web services in java about this book build efficient and secure restful web apis in java design solutions to produce consume
and visualize restful web services using wadl raml and swagger familiarize the role of restful apis usage in emerging technology trends like cloud iot social media who
this book is for if you are a web developer with a basic understanding of the rest concepts and envisage to get acquainted with the idea of designing and developing
restful web services this is the book for you as all the code samples for the book are written in java proficiency in java is a must what you will learn introduce
yourself to the restful software architectural style and the rest api design principles make use of the jsr 353 api jsr 374 api jsr 367 api and jackson api for json
processing build portable restful web apis making use of the jax rs 2 1 api simplify api development using the jersey and resteasy extension apis secure your restful web
services with various authentication and authorization mechanisms get to grips with the various metadata solutions to describe produce and consume restful web services
understand the design and coding guidelines to build well performing restful apis see how the role of restful web services changes with emerging technologies and trends
in detail representational state transfer rest is a simple yet powerful software architecture style to create lightweight and scalable web services the restful web
services use http as the transport protocol and can use any message formats including xml json widely used csv and many more which makes it easily inter operable across
different languages and platforms this successful book is currently in its 3rd edition and has been used by thousands of developers it serves as an excellent guide for
developing restful web services in java this book attempts to familiarize the reader with the concepts of rest it is a pragmatic guide for designing and developing web
services using java apis for real life use cases following best practices and for learning to secure rest apis using oauth and jwt finally you will learn the role of
restful web services for future technological advances be it cloud iot or social media by the end of this book you will be able to efficiently build robust scalable and
secure restful web services using java apis style and approach step by step guide to designing and developing robust restful web services each topic is explained in a
simple and easy to understand manner with lots of real life use cases and their solutions

RESTful Java Web Services

2009-01-10

sam alapati s expert oracle database 11g administration is a comprehensive handbook for oracle database administrators dbas using the 11g release of the oracle database
all key aspects of database administration are covered including backup and recovery day to day administration and monitoring performance tuning and more this is the one
book to have on your desk as a continual reference refer to it frequently it ll help you get the job done comprehensive handbook for oracle database administrators covers
all major aspects of database administration tests and explains in detail key dba commands offers primers on linux unix data modeling sql and pl sql

Expert Oracle Database 11g Administration

2015-09-22

design scalable and robust restful web services with jax rs and jersey extension apis about this book get to grips with the portable java apis used for json processing
design solutions to produce consume and visualize restful web services using wadl raml and swagger a step by step guide packed with many real life use cases to help you
build efficient and secure restful web apis in java who this book is for if you are a web developer with a basic understanding of the rest concepts but are new to the



idea of designing and developing restful web services this is the book for you as all the code samples for the book are written in java proficiency in java is a must what
you will learn introduce yourself to the restful software architectural style and the rest api design principles make use of the jsr 353 apis and jackson api for json
processing build portable restful web apis making use of the jax rs 2 0 api simplify api development using the jersey extension apis secure your restful web services with
various authentication and authorization mechanisms get to grips with the various metadata solutions to describe produce and consume restful web services understand the
design and coding guidelines to build well performing restful apis see how the role of restful web services changes with emerging technologies and trends in detail rest
representational state transfer is a simple yet powerful software architecture style to create scalable web services and allow them to be simple lightweight and fast the
rest api uses http and json so that it can be used with many programming languages such as ruby java python and scala its use in java seems to be the most popular though
because of the api s reusability this book is a guide to developing restful web services in java using the popular restful framework apis available today you will begin
with gaining an in depth knowledge of the restful software architectural style and its relevance in modern applications further you will understand the apis to parse
generate transform and query json effectively then you will see how to build a simple restful service using the popular jax rs 2 0 api along with some real world examples
this book will introduce you to the jersey framework api which is used to simplify your web services you will also see how to secure your services with various
authentication mechanisms you will get to grips with various solutions to describe produce consume and visualize restful web services finally you will see how to design
your web services to equip them for the future technological advances be it cloud or mobile computing by the end of this book you will be able to efficiently build robust
scalable and secure restful web services making use of the jax rs and jersey framework extensions style and approach this book is written as a step by step guide to
designing and developing robust restful web services each topic is explained in a simple and easy to understand manner with lots of real life use cases and their
solutions

RESTful Java Web Services

2011-08-10

master oracle real application clusters maintain a dynamic enterprise computing infrastructure with expert instruction from an oracle ace oracle database 11g oracle real
application clusters handbook second edition has been fully revised and updated to cover the latest tools and features find out how to prepare your hardware deploy oracle
real application clusters optimize data integrity and integrate seamless failover protection troubleshooting performance tuning and application development are also
discussed in this comprehensive oracle press guide install and configure oracle real application clusters configure and manage diskgroups using oracle automatic storage
management work with services voting disks and oracle clusterware repository look under the hood of the cache fusion and global resource directory operations in oracle
real applications clusters explore the internal workings of backup and recovery in oracle real application clusters employ workload balancing and the transparent
application failover feature of an oracle database get complete coverage of stretch clusters also known as metro clusters troubleshoot oracle clusterware using the most
advanced diagnostics available develop custom oracle real application clusters applications

Oracle Database 11g Oracle Real Application Clusters Handbook, 2nd Edition

2010

the book teaches the basics of the oracle database from a beginner s perspective to the advanced concepts using a hands on approach each and every concept has been
elaborated with suitable practical examples along with code for clear and precise understanding of the topic using a practical approach the book explains how to retrieve
add update and delete data in the oracle database using sql sql plus and pl sql in the process it discusses the various data types and built in functions of oracle as
well as the sorting of records and the table operations the text also includes coverage of advanced queries using special operators oracle security indexing and stored
functions and procedures the book is suitable for undergraduate engineering students of computer science and information technology b sc computer science it m sc computer
science it and students of computer applications bca mca pgdca and dca besides the book can be used as a reference by professionals pursuing short term courses on oracle
database and students of oracle certified courses

Oracle Database 11g : Hands-On Sql & Pl/sql

2017-04-20

a comprehensive guide from oracle experts that will act as your single point of reference for building an oracle bi 12c system that turns data in actionable insight about
this book come start your first oracle business intelligence system and excel in bi with this exhaustive guide an all encompassing guide for your oracle business
intelligence needs learn from the self paced professional guidance and implement oracle business intelligence using this easy to follow guide by our experts who this book



is for if your job includes working on data improving the financial or operational performance of your organization or you are a consultant for the above then this book
is for you if you have been placed on a business intelligence project then this book is for you if you are the project manager business analyst or data scientist then
this book is for you if you are an end user of oracle business intelligence then this book is for you too having a basic understanding of databases and the use of
business intelligence is expected but no knowledge of oracle bi is required what you will learn install obiee in windows including how to create the underlying weblogic
application server and the required database build the bi system repository the vital engine connecting your data to the front end of oracle bi develop effective analysis
draw out meaning from the data and present it to end users on interactive dashboards build pixel perfect printable reports using the embedded bi publisher feature build
agents for actionable insight and enable your users to act on business intelligence at their desktop or on the move understand the various aspects of securing the oracle
bi system from data restrictions to whole dashboard access rights get acquainted with the system management tools and methods available for the continuous improvement of
your system in detail oracle business intelligence enterprise edition obiee 12c is packed full of features and has a fresh approach to information presentation system
management and security obiee can help any organization to understand its data to make useful information from data and to ensure decision making is supported by facts
obiee can focus on information that needs action alerting users when conditions are met obiee can be used for data analysis form production dashoarding and workflow
processes we will introduce you to obiee features and provide a step by step guide to build a complete system from scratch with this guide you will be equipped with a
good basic understanding of what the product contains how to install and configure it and how to create effective business intelligence this book contains the necessary
information for a beginner to create a high performance obiee 12c system this book is also a guide that explains how to use an existing obiee 12c system and shows end
users how to create style and approach this book will take you from one feature to another in a step by step manner and will teach how you can create effective business
intelligence using oracle business intelligence enterprise edition you will be taught how to create bi solutions and dashboards from scratch there will be multiple
modules in the book each module spread in chapters that will cover one aspect of business intelligence in a systematic manner

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 12c

2015-10-22

this ibm redpapertm publication provides the details for setting up an environment on aix 7 1 on an ibm power systems s824 so you can install and upgrade oracle e
business suite release 12 2 it provides a step by step installation of oracle e business suite release 12 2 for aix 7 1 this document also provides a consolidated list of
database and application tier patches to upgrade oracle e business suite from release 12 2 0 to 12 2 4 and explains how to apply patches this document is written for
those who are newly installing oracle e business suite release 12 2 version 12 2 0 and upgrading to 12 2 4 on an ibm power systemstm server with aix 7 1 it provides a
sample two tier installation of oracle e business suite release 12 2 version 12 2 0 on two aix logical partitions and steps for upgrading to version 12 2 4 the sample
installation of oracle ebusiness suite release 12 2 version 12 2 0 and upgrade to 12 2 4 also proves their interoperability with ibm power systems servers with power8tm
processor technology this document assumes that the reader has an in depth knowledge of ibm aix oracle database 11g and oracle e business suite

Oracle E-Business Suite 12.2.4 Installation and Upgrade on IBM Power S824

2009-06-26

master 12 must use oracle database utilities with this book and ebook

Oracle 10g/11g Data and Database Management Utilities

2011-05-16

extract transform and load data to build a dynamic operational data warehouse with oracle warehouse builder 11g r2 with this book and ebook

Oracle Warehouse Builder 11G R2

2009-08-05

extract transform and load data to build a dynamic operational data warehouse



Oracle Warehouse Builder 11g

2007-11-26

foreword by tom kyte your must have guide to everything new in oracle database 11g realize the full potential of oracle database 11g with help from the experts written by
robert g freeman and with insightful commentary throughout from arup nanda this oracle press guide offers full details on the architectural changes database
administration upgrades availability and recovery revisions security enhancements and programming innovations every new and updated feature is covered and presented with
screenshots code samples tables and charts find out how to take full advantage of all the new and improved capabilities of oracle database 11g including new oracle
automatic storage management features such as fast disk resync compatibility attributes preferred mirror read and rolling upgrade components improved automated memory
management capabilities new database design features such as virtual columns tablespace encryption and true table level data compression new database advisors for data
recovery and repair partitioning and streams performance new tuning features such as automatic sql tuning and sql performance analyzer enhancements to oracle rman
including active database duplication and undo backup optimization improved auditing and security capabilities advanced bi data warehousing and partitioning features new
sql and pl sql enhancements

Oracle Database 11g New Features

2011

this ibm platform computing solutions redbooks publication is the first book to describe each of the available offerings that are part of the ibm portfolio of cloud
analytics and high performance computing hpc solutions for our clients this ibm redbooks publication delivers descriptions of the available offerings from ibm platform
computing that address challenges for our clients in each industry we include a few implementation and testing scenarios with selected solutions this publication helps
strengthen the position of ibm platform computing solutions with a well defined and documented deployment model within an ibm system x environment this deployment model
offers clients a planned foundation for dynamic cloud infrastructure provisioning large scale parallel hpc application development cluster management and grid
applications this ibm publication is targeted to it specialists it architects support personnel and clients this book is intended for anyone who wants information about
how ibm platform computing solutions use ibm to provide a wide array of client solutions

Oracle 11g Release 2 für den DBA

2012-12-07

the innovative performance and scalability features with each newer edition of the oracle database system can present challenges for users this book teaches software
developers and students how to effectively deal with oracle performance and scalability issues throughout the entire life cycle of developing oracle based applications
using real world case studies to deliver key theories and concepts the book introduces highly dependable and ready to apply performance and scalability optimization
techniques augmented with top 10 oracle performance and scalability features as well as a supplementary support website

IBM Platform Computing Solutions

2011-10-24

a complete guide to building ejb 3 0 database persistent applications with oracle fusion middleware 11g tools with this book and ebook

Oracle Database Performance and Scalability

2010-08-26

are you looking for a dynamic and workable programming language have you tried a few but none seem to work to your liking have you considered sql there are literally
thousands of programming languages available in today s market ranging from the simple to the infinitely complex as a beginner you probably want something that is easy to
use and to get your head around and sql or structured query language could be the answer inside the pages of sql the ultimate beginners intermediate expert guide to learn



sql programming step by step you ll find a comprehensive guide to get you started is ideal for helping you with a range of intermediate skills including chapters on book
1 data definition language sql joins and union ensuring data integrity database creation database administration modifying and controlling tables and more book 2 a recap
on the basics of sql an easy guide to installing and configuring sql data types and their functions encrypting creating and indexing views getting the most out of stored
routines and functions the benefits of normalizing your data and more book 3 how to access databases using odbc and jdbc quick and easy mapping how to combine json and
sql ways to develop procedural capabilities simplifying advanced interface methods tuning and compiling made easy and more when searching for a programming language that
is the right one for you sql is one of the best around for ease of use and flexibility for the beginner and as this book has been written with the novice in mind it means
that you could soon be writing your own programs quickly and efficiently building on your new skills with each passing chapter don t wait any longer and get your copy
today there really is no better way to get started with a programming language and you ll be amazed how fast you will learn with sql

EJB 3.0 Database Persistence with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g

2020-04-12

the definitive guide to oracle database 11g get full details on the powerful features of oracle database 11g from this thoroughly updated oracle press guide oracle
database 11g the complete reference explains how to use all the new features and tools execute powerful sql queries construct pl sql and sql plus statements and work with
large objects and object relational databases learn how to implement the latest security measures tune database performance and deploy grid computing techniques an
invaluable cross referenced appendix containing oracle commands keywords features and functions is also included install oracle database 11g or upgrade from an earlier
version create database tables sequences indexes views and user accounts construct sql statements procedures queries and subqueries optimize security using virtual
private databases and transparent data encryption import and export data using sql loader and oracle data pump use sql replay change management and result caching avoid
human errors using flashback and automatic undo management build and tune pl sql triggers functions and packages develop database applications using java jdbc and xml
optimize availability and scalability with oracle real application clusters

SQL

2008-10-15

this brilliant new book gives readers the lowdown on the most important new features in the latest release of oracle s flagship database product authors sam alapati and
charles kim are experienced database administrators who go beyond regurgitating oracle s new feature documentation to report on what s new that really matters readers
whose careers are bound up in oracle s database system need to know what s new sam and charles deliver with a rigor and candor that will help readers choose the best of
the new features to apply in their own environments

Oracle Database 11g The Complete Reference

2008-03-09

this jdbc tutorial book is a collection of notes and sample codes written by the author while he was learning jdbc technology himself topics include installing jdk and
mysql server using mysql jdbc driver mysql connector j database connection urls introduction to result set meta data prepared statement clob and blob connection pooling
with dbcp and c3p0 updated in 2024 version v3 13 with minor changes for latest updates and free sample chapters visit herongyang com jdbc mysql

Oracle Database 11g

2019-01-01

keine angaben

JDBC for MySQL - Herong's Tutorial Examples

2009



build and manage your oracle database xe environment with this fast paced practical guide

Oracle 11g

2012-07-10

this jdbc tutorial book is a collection of notes and sample codes written by the author while he was learning jdbc technology himself topics include installing jdk and
oracle server using oracle jdbc driver database connection urls introduction to result set meta data prepared statement clob and blob updated in 2024 version v3 13 with
minor changes for latest updates and free sample chapters visit herongyang com jdbc oracle

Oracle Database XE 11gR2 Jump Start Guide

2019-01-01

combining theory with everyday practicality this definitive volume is packed with the up to date information new features and explanations you need to get the very most
out of sql and its latest standard the book is unique in that every chapter highlights how the new sql standard applies to the three major databases oracle 11g ibm db2 9
5 and microsoft sql server 2008 the result is a comprehensive useful and real world reference for all sql users from beginners to experienced developers

JDBC for Oracle - Herong's Tutorial Examples

2008-04-07

a real world dba survival guide for oracle 11g database implementations with this book and ebook

SQL Bible

2010-04-08

the book uses a concise and practical approach to take you through all the steps necessary to create run and analyze your own network simulations this book is ideal for
anyone wishing to quickly get to grips with network simulation whether you re an expert in networks or just a beginner it is perfect for all network engineers and
administrators who wish to emulate networks using omnet as a preparation for building the actual network

Oracle Database 11G - Underground Advice for Database Administrators

2013-09-18

practical database programming with visual basic net the most up to date visual basic net programming textbook covering both fundamentals and advanced level programming
techniques complete with examples and solutions visual basic net vb net is an object oriented computer programming language that can be viewed as an evolution of the
classic visual basic vb which is implemented on the net framework microsoft currently supplies two major implementations of visual basic microsoft visual studio which is
commercial software and microsoft visual studio express which is free of charge forgoing the large amounts of programming codes found in most database programming books
practical database programming with visual basic net shows students and professionals both how to develop professional and practical database programs in a visual basic
net environment by using visual studio net data tools and wizards related to ado net 4 0 and how to apply codes that are auto generated by solely using wizards the fully
updated second edition covers both fundamentals and advanced database programming techniques introduces three popular database systems with practical examples including
ms access sql server 2008 and oracle features more than fifty sample projects with detailed illustrations and explanations to help students understand key techniques and
programming technologies includes downloadable programming codes and exercise questions this book provides undergraduate and graduate students as well as database
programmers and software engineers with the necessary tools to handle the database programming issues in the visual studio net environment



Oracle SOA Governance 11g Implementation

2012-05-09

a fully integrated study system for ocp exam 1z0 050 prepare for the oracle certified professional oracle database 11g new features for administrators exam with help from
this exclusive oracle press guide in each chapter you ll find challenging exercises practice questions a two minute drill and a chapter summary to highlight what you ve
learned this authoritative guide will help you pass the test and serve as your essential on the job reference get complete coverage of all ocp objectives for exam 1z0 050
including installation and upgrades partitioning and storage intelligent infrastructure diagnostics and fault management performance oracle recovery manager and oracle
flashback security oracle sql performance analyzer sql plan management automatic sql tuning on the cd rom one full practice exam that simulates the actual ocp exam
detailed answers and explanations score report performance assessment tool complete electronic book bonus exam available free with online registration

Practical Database Programming with Visual Basic.NET

2008-05-14

sql language is too voluminous and exposure of every aspect of this huge language is a very tedious task keeping aside the least utilized features this book is rolled out
with focus on the more operational areas of the language it is meant to help you learn sql quickly by yourself it follows a tutorial approach wherein hundreds of hands on
exercises are provided augmented with illustrations to teach you sql in a short period of time without any exaggeration this book will expose sql in record time provided
that you are a determined self learner this book is ideal for self study and it can also be used as a guide for instructor led classroom training this book is designed in
such a way that you can learn the sql language even if you do not have access to your pc this work is an attempt to cram the most useful information about sql into a
compact guide that will put your exploration vehicle in the top gear

OCP Oracle Database 11g New Features for Administrators Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-050)

2015-06-16

putting together the right team to tackle the oracle e business suite r12 2 8 upgrade and understanding the issues that the team needs to consider to be successful can be
quite a challenge the little r12 2 8 upgrade essentials for managers and team members describes the big picture of what you need to consider before tackling the release
12 2 8 upgrade based on trutek s popular r11i to r12 technical upgrade training classes this book describes what managers functional and technical team members need to
know to prepare to upgrade from release 11i to release 12 2 8 of oracle s e business suite of applications enhanced topics with this edition include online patching the
adop patching cycle materialized views customizations development standards for edition based redefinition how cross edition triggers work and understanding the release
12 2 architecture

SQL for Everyone

1983

expert oracle and java security programming secure oracle database applications with java provides resources that every java and oracle database application programmer
needs to ensure that they have guarded the security of the data and identities entrusted to them you ll learn to consider potential vulnerabilities and to apply best
practices in secure java and pl sql coding author david coffin shows how to develop code to encrypt data in transit and at rest to accomplish single sign on with oracle
proxy connections to generate and distribute two factor authentication tokens from the oracle server using pagers cell phones sms and e mail and to securely store and
distribute oracle application passwords early chapters lay the foundation for effective security in an oracle java environment each of the later chapters brings example
code to a point where it may be applied as is to address application security issues templates for applications are also provided to help you bring colleagues up to the
same secure application standards if you are less familiar with either java or oracle pl sql you will not be left behind all the concepts in this book are introduced as
to a novice and addressed as to an expert helps you protect against data loss identity theft sql injection and address spoofing provides techniques for encryption on
network and disk code obfuscation and wrap database hardening single sign on and two factor provides what database administrators need to know about secure password
distribution java secure programming java stored procedures secure application roles in oracle logon triggers database design various connection pooling schemes and much
more



Rapid Rails with Hobo

2019-06-12

thousands of it organizations have adopted clustering to improve the availability of mission critical software services today with the rapid growth of cloud computing
environments clustering is even more crucial now there s a comprehensive authoritative guide to the industry s most stable robust clustering platform the oracle solaris
cluster oracle solaris cluster essentials thoroughly covers both oracle solaris cluster 3 2 and oracle solaris cluster geographic edition offering start to finish
lifecycle guidance for planning implementation management and troubleshooting authored by oracle solaris cluster expert tim read this book covers both high availability
and disaster recovery features and offers detailed guidance for both oracle and non oracle database environments it also presents several example implementations that can
be used to quickly construct effective proofs of concept whether you re new to clustering or upgrading from older solutions this bookbrings together all the information
you ll need to maximize the value reliability and performance of any oracle solaris cluster environment you ll learn how to understand oracle solaris cluster s product
features and architecture and their implications for design and performance establish requirements and design clustered systems that reflect them master best practices
for integrating clustering with virtualization implement proven disaster recovery planning techniques efficiently maintain oracle solaris cluster environments part of the
solaris system administration series oracle solaris cluster essentials combines a complete technology introduction and hands on guide for every architect administrator
and it manager responsible for high availability and business continuity

Safety and Offshore Oil

2011-12-14

Oracle E-Business Suite: the little r12.2.8 upgrade essentials for managers and team members

2010-09-09

Expert Oracle and Java Security

2013-02

Oracle Solaris Cluster Essentials

Federal Register
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